Hydraulic Boat and Pontoon Lift Assembly Instructions
These instructions are also available on the web at www.captainschoicelifts.com
Contents:
1. 1 main lift assembly
2. 1 Front Beam, 1 Rear Beam (Interchangeable)
3. 4 Leg uprights, (Short standard / long - canopy)
4. 4 Leveling legs, (3’standard, 5’ and 8’ optional)
5. 4 Aluminum foot pads
6. 1 Poly pump box with contains items 7 though 13
7. 1 Hydraulic Pump, manual control, and remote key fob
8. 12v. Deep cycle marine battery
9. 10 watt solar panel w/ fastener screws
10. Bag - Front and Rear Beam assembly
A. 8 - 3/8” x 3” U-bolts
B. 16 - 3/8” nylock nuts
C. 16 - 3/8” flat washers
11. Bag - Leg uprights assembly
A. 8 - 3/8” x 4” U-bolts
B. 16 - 3/8” nylock nuts
C. 16 - 3/8’ flat washers
12. Bag - Aluminum foot pad assembly
A. 4 - 3/8” x 3 1/2” bolts
B. 4 - 3/8” nylock nuts
13. Bag - 4 Leveling leg adjustment pins

Tools required:
1. 9/16” socket wrench or impact wrench
2. 9/16” box wrench

Assembly:
1. Assemble front and rear beams to main frame using:
A. 8 - 3/8” x 3” U-bolts
B. 16 - 3/8” nylock nuts
C. 16 - 3/8” flat washers

2. Assemble Aluminum foot pads to leveling legs using:
A. 4 - 3/8” x 3 1/2” bolts
B. 4 - 3/8” nylock nuts

3. Assemble foot pad/leveling leg assembly to leg uprights using:
A. Leveling leg adjustment pins

4. Assemble leg uprights to front and rear beams using:
A. 8 - 3/8” x 4” U-bolts
B. 16 - 3/8” nylock nuts
C. 16 - 3/8’ flat washers

5. Route hydraulic hoses out the right or left side of main frame to the holes in the rear of
the pump box

6. Screw the hoses together to matching connectors coming from the pump. Picture 2
shows coupling needing 3 more complete turns. Picture 3 Shows coupling needing 1 1/2
more complete turns. Picture 4 Shows coupling fully tight.

Picture 2 (Needs 3 More Complete Turns)

Picture 3 (Needs one and a half more turns)

Picture 4 (Fully Connected)
7. Connect 12v. Battery source. Red lead to positive (+) black lead to negative (-)
8. Attach solar panel to the lid of pump box using the (4) screws packaged in the solar
panel box.

9. Raise lift all the way up. Check all fittings for leaks. Lower lift all the way down.

Check all fittings for leaks.
10. If lift fails to rise and/or lower - recheck connectors - step 6. This will now require
wrenches to “break” the pressure loose.

11. If lift rises but will not lower - open flow control screw valve.

12. Adjust flow control valve while lift is lowering with the weight of the boat on it until
chatter stops and lift runs smooth.
This concludes the assembly instructions.

Troubleshooting:
1. Lift won’t elevate:
A. Check battery condition
B. Check hose connection
C. Check hydraulic fluid level
2. Lift will elevate but won’t lower:
A. Check flow control valve
B. Check hose connections
3. Battery life seems to be short:
A. Flow control valve to closed
B. Cooler temps outside: fluid is thicker
C. Check solar panel connections
D. Battery has bad cell

E. Solar charger is faulty
4. Fluid appears to be low:
A. Reservoir should be over 3/4 full when lift is in the lowest position. Reservoir
should be around 1/2 full when lift is in the highest position.
B. Possible leak, identify where the leak is. If oil is on the ground or in the water,
don’t worry, oil is environmentally friendly and fully biodegradable
5. Lift only rises a few feet, then stops, motor runs at a higher pitch:
A. Check fluid level in the reservoir. Contact Schneider Fabrication for replacement
oil. Mixing other oils is not recommended.
6. Key fob not lighting up or working:
A. Replace battery
Annual maintenance and winterization instructions:
1. Inspect all hoses for signs of wear.
2. Grease all fittings at pivot points and cylinder ends
3. Store the lift with the cylinders fully retracted in their lowest position. Raise the lift
slightly before undoing the hose couplings to relieve head pressure on the pump.
4. Screw lift hose couplings to each other to avoid contaminates from entering them.
5. Disconnect battery, check fluid level, and charge before storing.
6. Store pump box and battery indoors if possible.

Remote key fob programming instructions:

